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cmPTEH I

THE SOEIET BEFOKE 1800. • ' /

It seems str-ange that the poets of the early nineteeytli 
centjursr should have written sonmets and should have defended, 
the use of the form. In a 'period when freedom and 11herty . : 
and eseape from narrow formalism were Gonstantly heing eapha- 
. sized, the sonnet rose to a position of importance. It is 
perhaps even more s trange'.‘that'the poets of the eight eenth 
oentury avoided the sonnet.. With their admiration of precise 
forms5, they -might have been ■expected to come to its defense. 
Tet the sonnet f orm, went out of ' use almost completely in the 
early part of the eighteenth century,, and its rise in popu
larity very closely’paralleled ;the growth of the.romantic 
movement o

Most- authorities agr'ee that' the sonnet originated in 
Provence. According to 'Crosiand? "the sonnet probably,orig= 
inated with, the Provencal poets. " Tomlinson likewise states , 
that "the more usual theory is that the sonnet originated

1 . So!}Havens 9 The ■ Influence of Milton on English 
'Poetry (Cambridge: Harvard Press„ 1922)T"p. ;

2.. ToWoH. Or os land. The English Sonnet (Eondon: Martin 
Seeker h 1917 )•$, p. 23 o / ; , ;
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. Tomlinson also observes that the regular Italian : sonnet
' Vv.. : ' 4 •.

may have a relationship to the Greek choral ode0 The first ;
; q.uatraln would correspond to the strophe 9 the second to the
antistrophe; the first tercet to the,epode; and the second to
the antepodeo . • : ' .
■ The Provencal poets also originated
; the 'canzone and many other forms in ■ whloh the. struo- //
' tnre is bound by so many conditions of, versification; '
- that It seems marvellous how'the, thought could '
■' eVer be moulded by the writer or find its way to v the mind; of the reader or auditoro,5 ,

The .sonnet appeared in Italy almost as soon as it did in 
Provence 9 and it was there that it began to develop= There 
were many1 changes in the length of the verse 3 in the order of 
• rhymes.; and , in • the, addition of tails or ■ rondelloS o... But these : 
/ irregularities ■gradually, gave .way//to a regular: form. . Accord
ing to Tomlinson 9 t8the first regular sonnet seems to bear a 
. .. • A ■ ■ ' / ' • ■■.. : / . 6 / 1 • , '■ - . - .■ date somewhat anterior, to 1266cw ■

' Although the early history of the sonnet is somewhat 
obscure j, Mthere is no question that it was brought to perfec
tion by the / great;- Italian/ poet s 1 and received its highest

, . A ' ' " '......... •
■ 1 . ' ■ • ■ ' , \ ■ : '■ ■ I . ' ■,,"'*finish from the/hands, of jDante and Petrarchoff V ' . . . ;.

3'o ;, Chari e s Tomlins on „. -, TheSonnet It s Origin., Structure,;
■ and 'Plade in Poetry (London.g fohn 'Murray, 1871?} y P<> 9»

4o Ibldo ■ 6 c Ibid0, p 0 24«
5c Ibid. ■ 7 . Ibid., n. 27.



; • The Italian sonnet" attained a very high degree ol devel
opment both with respect to the material it contained and the 
form in which it was constructed, Tomlinson9 after making a 
careful examination of the sonnets of Petrarch and the otherV 
Italian masters, defines the sonnet thus:

The object of the regular or legitimate 
Italian sonnet is to express one 3 and only one idea * 
mood j, sentiment;, or propositions and this must he 
introduced in appropriate language in the first 

. quatrain, and so far explained in the second, that 
this may end in a full point; while the office of 
the first tercet is to prepare the leading idea of 
the quatrains for the conclusion, .which conclusion V 
is to he perfectly carried out in the second tercet 
so that it may contain the fundamental idea of the 
poem, and end, as.it were, with the point of an epi
gram 0 m  short, the quatrains should contain the 
proposition and proof, the tercets its confirmation, 
and conclusion=8 - , ' - !

Thus, we see that the Italian sonnet f ollowed a very strict 
form, not only in its metrical pattern but also in the se
quence and relationship of the ideas which it contained. Af
ter limiting the form and function of the sonnet thus narrow
ly, Tomlinson observes that those.of Wordsworth do not follow 
this pattern hut rather contain 68a meditation, or' a thought, /
or more often a description exquisitely expressed in fourteen
' ■ 9 • - .; . v . 8lines oi? When the sonnet was introduced into England by 
Surrey and Wyatt, it was. already a perfected form.

Actually, the great Italian writers, like most English 
writers, did not always adhere to the strict form, Igerton 
Smith observes that

S, Tomlinson, opo cit0, pQ 27° 
9» Ibldo , pi ... ^
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■ ieations ;of the Italian1 somiet were More fre- ■
q.aeni; than tlie; strict .farm./. Thera was at first in /I 

: :i: . Italy ah e%!geflmental ' In, the. best days. - ■". •/:, . /. • of /the sonneteering vogue and.-.in the practice of / ./
--Betrarch there seems 'to hare been ' some , sort of: ' - - v; . . . v’/ , ;
general agreement as' to the •most satisfactory form: ' - ;
of the sonnet-o.: After this, not imnatnrally, , v

. .came a period when greater freedom was claimed
.. ' and therestraints of f orm were'slackenedoBut
' in all’-'probability eyeh bef ore : this the . recbg“-̂ - ■ '. nlzed daws'/ .ndt : so mbsblutely ' rigid as has. 1 J '

• sometimes been .supposed; and’the,greatest English 
sorineteers doubtless paid far less •attention to 
the.theories of the critics than to the practice 
-:of the .poets .1 0 ' :'/ - / ''

: The rules for the rhyme scheme of the sonnet are even
■ / ' i : 1 ■.. .■•■.. ■ . ■ ' - . . ■ '  / iimore strict than the rules for the division of thought 0 '
Orosland states: '

The deviation from the octet (octaye} rule 
is absolutely.impermissibleo. Deviations from the 
sestet rule are undesirable, and when they run to 
couplets s, final or Otherwise, altogether vicious 612
We, must keep in mind, of course, that the sonnet is much

better adapted to the Italian language than to the English.
The former contains a much greater number of disyllabic rhymes.
Hence it - fs possible to conform-to much stricter standards
with respect to rhyme scheme than in English. Moreover, the
sonnet is much closer to the popular idiom in Italy than it
is in English-speaking countries. .Tomlinson observes:

’ . 10. Egerton Smith,,The Principles of English Metre , 
.(London:, Oxford Press, 1923T,"”po 2681 /
" • • llo, The Petrarchian sonnet is rhymed abbaabba in the
octave, and cdeded or edeede in the- sestet. . • ■ ': '

, 1 2'. - . Of osland. on° cit., p. 47. // •/
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There are no sonnets in Englishs French or G-ersian that are in the months of the people in 
the same sense that thesongsofBurns are; for " while these are native productions, the sonnet
is an import, not suited to the tastes of the mul- 

. . titude013 : : ■; . ■ : ■ ;
The English poets before Milton did not follow the model -

of the Italian sonnets o The form used by' Spenser in ^Amoretti8*
is easiest explained as an extension of the Spenserian stanzat
The rhyme scheme of the Spenserian stanza is abab bebo (e)c
This is extended to form the sonnet which rhymes abab bcbe

■ 14 ■ ■ ■ ■. ; . - : .■edcd eec
The form used by Shakespeare in his sonnets is abab eded 

efef. gg0 This form has the advantage of being much easier to 
use, but it does not have the same effect that the interlocking 
forms have, . • - ;:

It was Milton who was largely responsible for the use of 
the Petrarchian form of the sonnet by English poets. Milton 
was influenced greatly by this form and even wrote a few 
sonnets in the Italian language. These sonnets won acclaim 
from Italian critics, Tomlinson has this to say of Milton’s 
sonnets: " ■ ' ' . . gt n , -

The best English sonnets? according to the 
Italian types ares in my opinion, those of Milton; 
and his Italian sonnets hre ranked by Italian t -
critics on a level with those of Parini, which 

c is high praise, Although Milton does not always

13o Tomlinson, op, oit*, p, 73° • '
14;, Bawrenee J0 Ziliman, John Keats and the Sonnet 

Tradition (Los Angeles: lymanhouse, 1939)» p. 209=



' ' close'his-second quatrain with a full point9 and 
is" not sufficiently varied in his rhymes, he is9 " 
perhaps8; closen: to' the Italian type than any other 
English poetcl$: .  ̂ : ' ■
Milton, thus sets a precedent by - carrying over the 

thought of the sonnet at the end of the eighth line instead 
of having a break at this pointo His change of thought, for 
exampleg may occur in the middle of the following line0 The 
romantic poets, especially Wordsworth* followed this prece
dent o Whether it contributes to or detracts from the struc
tural integrity of the sonnet has been the subject of much 

. 16 
debateo

Milton's influence was felt not only in the structure of 
the sonnet9 but also in the subject matter» He greatly wid
ened the subject field„ Landor observes that Milton.

. : . ,Ga% from the dainty hand -
:; ; Of Lovea who cried to lose it, and he gave

• ; • The notes to gloryi o.at o . •
The Petrarchian sonnet has continued to be the most pop

ular form Hoble, writing in 1893 s suggested that it might 
be well

to allow the name of sonnet to be given without 
qualification only to those constructed on the .
Italian modelp other fourteen line poems being 
set apart by a distinguishing prefix,, such as

151 Tomlinson, )pp* cit . „ p* 74 =
16= Tor a defense of Milton's enjambed verses see? 

Zillman, op, cit0, p= 34 and Havens, op., cit, 9 p, 484= 
Grosland argues for the.strict sonnet construction.



... • '... . : - -■ ;■ ■ . : 17 . ■ ,
illegitimate, irregular or Shakespearian,
The extent to whieh each of the sonnet forms was used in

the late eighteenth century may he seen in the following ta-.
hie which "indicates very roughly the distrihution of

'V . . ■- ' ■ ■ ' ■ ■ ; ^ 18eighteenth-century quatorzains that were published in hooks."
'Petrar= Shakespear- Spen-
chian ear eerian

1740-60 (20 years) 73 0 7 20
1760-80 (20 years) 130 27 2 348
1780-90 (10 years) 234 154 7 . 448
1790-1800 (10 years) 199 228 _1 582
Total 636 451 ■ 17 1,398
Total, all forms - 2,502

The critics of the eighteenth century were especially
contemptuous of the sonnet, and the writers of the period were
indifferent to it.

: ,. / Nor is this indifference hard to. understand,
: for few eighteenth-eentury quatorzains would be- 
likely to make a deep impression or aid in estah- 

, lishing the form;securely in the public favoro Of v the three' thousand ; of : thereabout s. that were pro- . • '
. duced hardly more than thirty deserve to live,
■for, although many have good lines or, quatrains, 
few are,good throughouto19
Although the 2,$02 sonnets mentioned in the table above 

seem like a rather large total, it must be remembered that

170 / lames A. Noble, The Sonnet in England and Other 
Issays (iondont Elkin;Mathews and John Lane, 1S93T7 P= S.
: ; ISf ' Havens,, pp. cit... p. •;525o
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this refers to ail the sonnets published, in "books between' 
174.0 and 18000 l£oreovers sbst of these sonnets were irr@gua ' 
lar in form and most of them were'written by obsetife poetsc 
The number of sonnets.written by major poets of the period is 
very small0 William Oowper wrote fourteen sonnets between 
1 7 8 8.and 1 7 9 3a five of which were translations; and of these 
fourteen sonnets9 one was Petrarchian and the rest were ir
regular = , Eobert" .Burns wrote four irregular sonnets between'

. ■■■: ' ' 20 . : ; \ ' •1789 and 17940

. The ,number of sonnets written by the major romantic .
■■ 21 : . ■ ' .

poets is shown in the following table:
■ ' ' " Petrarchian Shakespearian Irregular
Coleridge' -1 9 ' 36
Keats. ; " : ;v7 : 45 v: : 16 : 5 ..
Shelley ' .... ' • 1 : " ; : 1 . 15
Byron ' ' " 7 0 . " 1
; Wordsworth • 274 (474) ' . 4 2 - • W  (47)

Total " " 4 : ' -328' \ ■ 4 28 ' 304
. Totals all forms - 760
The second figure in.parentheses is given because 200 of 
Wordsworth5s sonnets8 although slightly irregular, are essen
tially Petrarehiatto Prom these figures it will be seen that:

20=. .figures for Cowper, Burns, and Coleridge in the ; 
followihg table, from Havenss opo cit0, pp* 688=6904

2i.a i George Sanderlins ftA Bibliography of English Son- 
netSiK Pill (September-1941). 0. 179o ' . ;4 ;.:v ' 4 : '



. /'X:: ;  / /''' ̂  -v ■■■■:." .■ 9

Eeats s: Byi ônV and: Woydswoytla used the' Italian f orm in most of 
their sonnets/while.Coleridge and Shelley avoided it0



QHiUPTlE IX

THE E0M4HTXG MlHE :

The romantle" movement in a sense was both a growth out 
of and a revolt from the ideas of the period which had pre=> 
ceded; hut it is best understood if we think of it as a slow 
growtho If Shelley and Keats did not write as Pope and Dryden 
had 'written'g let us remember that a considerable number of 
years had elapsed between them. In noticing the differences 
between these two periodss we are prone to look at the most 
extreme, examples o Bernbaum. calls our attention to this. when, 
he saysi V ' ■ ; . : i -

We.are tbld that in the days of Pope every
body was preoccupied with town life, convention 
and common sense, and the heroic couplet was the ■

' ■' only poetry; Miltons: Spencer and Shakespeare were . •
totally neglectedc Then came a sudden revolution 
==a lyrical and democratic, outcry that the peasant- v try were your;only true men, that the ballads,■ .
sonnets, and naively crude diction were your only 

" true poesy, and .that::medieval subjeets were your ' :
best .themes
®0r a’ long time this was the commonly-accepted idea of 

the beginning of- the romantic movement0 But careful scholar
ship and a better understanding of the trends of the latter 
part of the eighteenth century have shown that the romantic

22o Ernest Bernbaum, Guide Through the Bomantic Move
ment (Hew York:. Ronald Press, 1949) , P* 339° ' -i
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movement9 like most similar movementss was the result of in-, 
influences which had been developing over a considerable period0 

A mnch clearer picture of the beginning of romanticism has 
unfolded6 "The progress from the cataclysmic theory to the
evolutionarys" Bernbaum sayss "has been a painful and labori~
• X- ' 23 'ous one*" ' - . / - - : ; -

That the romantic movement was" more evolutionary than 
. revolutionary was as true of the forms and structures used in 
the period as it was of the content» Probably many of. the 
innovations of the romanticists seemed revolutionary to them, 
or at any rate to their contemporary critics $ which seem evo
lutionary to us from our later point of view. "We should re
member always that the poet of this period could compare him
self with the century before him, but he had no awareness of . 
the century which was to followo What seemed like daring me
trical innovation to him may seem like rather trite conformity 
to the reader or listener of today who has been subjected to 
the arrythmie poetry of our age*

It is impossible to set up an all-inclusive definition of 
romanticismo It is like other concepts "such as Democracy 
and Christianityj that are too comprehensive and complex to
be satisfactorily summed up in the oversimple brevity of a .

■ . : ' ■ 24 . " ■ " ' ' dictionary definition <,"
But. regardless of what characteristics the period may or

23* Bernbaum^ op. cit., p» 339* 24. Ibid.. p. 303*
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■-.inay 'not/Mye-.Md,;-it. was one. of the great periods of English 
literature,/ It.,,was a period in which the individual.was• em» 
phasized rather; than th'e: outer and' social world; it was sub
jective rather than objective. The romantic writers used the 
first person singular pronoun because they felt that if they 
once understood, themselvesy they, were on the way to under
standing the outside world, As Phelps .says in describing: the
romantic movements ^The aspiration and vague longing of the

' . ■: : ' -  : ' ; v ' . . - : :  " : :  .' ‘ ■ • ' 2 $  . / •1 writer will be manifest in his literary production,n - Mae-
Olintockg in tracing the; great periods of literary production 
in England9 finds that the four great periods beginning with 
the llizab.ethean have stressed alternately individual and so
cial values;
; Whatever problems remain as to the spaces be

tween them as to -beginnings and. decadences, all 
• the historians are agreed in recognizing four 
.creating and:strikingly apparent centers for modern English literature„ having their climaxes of pro
duction near the openings of the seventeenth, 
eighteenth, nineteenth and the late middle of the 

' nineteenth centuries. The philosophical historian 
explains these, four periods as alternating expres
sions in art of the two most fundamental im
pulses in human nature— that which starts from and 
emphasizes the naturalj, inate, given; individual 
and absolute in man, and that which starts from 

, and emphasizes the outer world, social ,orderand the laws and systems of thought and conduct Whichbind men into great wholes,26 ' g' -.

25, W,L, Phelpsy The Beginnings of the- English Romantic 
Movement (Boston; Ginn and 06,j, 18937, p, 4, . . .

26, . WoD, MacClintock, Bome:: Paradoxes of the English Ro
mantic Movement {Chicagos University RresS, 19037, p, $,



It might be well to raise the question whether the son
net is better suited;to. the presehtation of a logical argument 
or.: of a suhjeetive feeling0 If the definition of a. sonnet 
given by lomlinsoh* is accepted 9 the former seems more impor
tant o 6ut many authors 3 Shakespeare and Wordsworth for ezam- 

:-:ple:s have used the sonnet chiefly as a vehicle of expression 
for their inner feelingso

Ihe romantic writers showed a fondness for the pictur
esque, the exotic, the novel, the unusual„ They felt that 
poetry had been too restricted in subject matter as well as 
in form0 They were looking at once for the new and the old; 
that iss they were looking for the; different wherever they 
: could find it; and one of the most fruitful sources of this 
was the medievala the gothics the ancient0 Similarly, they 
were looking for variety of formf both by inventing new forms 
and by exploiting forms which had been neglected0

The romantics evolved a new attitude toward poetry based 
on self-expression rather than rules» They felt that -poetry 
came from withins that it was a natural outpuring of the in- . 
her mano "The genius of poetry must work out its own salva
tion in a man," said Keats, "it,cannot be matured by law and

. ^  27 .. .precept, but by sensation and watchfulness in itself,0" The

^See page 3=
2 7o '. 'MoB0 Forman, editor, The Letters of John Keats-; 

Letter to James Hessey, October 9s ISIS (New York: Oxford 
Press , 19351 $ P» 561o



romantics did not discard-the rulesj 1 but "they subjected them • 
to exhaustive analysis» Wordsworth's idea was:

The only strict antithesis to prose is 
metre; nor is this, in truths a strict antith=> 
esis, because .iines4and fpa^sages of metre so naturally occur in writing prose ? that it would -
be scarcely possible to avoid them, even were " it desirable o 26 ' a. ■ ■'
The tendency; to'’'experiment : is characteristic of the ho- '

mahtic poets, but they wanted their experimentation to rest
on a sound foundation^ -

The language of poets has ever affected a 
certain uniform and harmonious recurrence of sounds„ without which it were not. poetry=— but every great 
poet must, inevitably innovate upon the example of 
his predecessors in the vast structure of his ' 
peculiar versificationo2®
• The romantic poets experimented with the sonnet form and 

tried'..out; many .variants, of it „ , heats, in particular .experi- V 
mented with it and worked out many. diff erent patterns „ Con- 
noly has pointed out that the verse form of the "Ode. to
Psyche" and indirectly.of the other odes seems to be a result.

" ’ ■ ■■; : ’ . . . % 30 .
■ of this experimentationo ;

; "One of the picturesque inconsistencies of the time was

28o William Wordsworth9 literary. Criticism-,; Howell Co 
Smith,,editor (iondon: Henry .Prowde, 1905) , p. 114y
', ̂ ' . 29o'■ P 0B 0 Shelley,1 Defence of Poetry, Albert S 0 Cook, 
editor (Boston: Ginn and Co0,; 1890), p. ?3 o .

3 0o Thomas B, Gonnply, "Sandals More Interwoven and 
Complete: A Ke-examination of the Keatsean Odes," SLH, X¥I 
IHe^aber, 1949) g 3 0 2,
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tlie .advocacy here and there, of simpllf.1 cation „tf . i&icGlint ode 
points ©Tit„ But to stead of practicing simplification, the ro= 
manties;showed a disposition to indulge in complexity for its 
own sake0 Hunt said that poetry made "difficulty (of metre)

■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ - i ■ : : 32 . ;. ■ ■ ■itself become part of its facility and joy*" Zillman notes 
that "the sonnet particularly challenged him (Keats) with its
demand for discipline$ restraint, and conformity to estab°

•' .h I- ■: “33 - .lished patterns.o" ■ .
The romantic.attitude toward poetry is well expressed by

. Gowl when he s a y s :  \ ' '' ' v ■
; ; ’ Romanticism proceeds=-=to the assertion of

the principle:of freedom for all poetry as against 
.the claims' of'formal lawo Poetry, is not lawless, .

■ but; ifs laws are the 'laws : of . its own being 0 34 ■

. :''v;> ^  HacGlintockg op0 eit0, p 0 180 . ' ' ' ■ ' ':
32o 1 oW.Ha Hunt , Imagination and Fancy (London: Smith„

; Hlder:and Gp o 3 1891)s p 0 85. . ” " ^
■ ■ 33o Zillman, op0 clt„0 p. 59.

34. S 0 P 0 Gowl * The Theory of Poetry in England (London; 
Macmillan Go o S 1914), p« ix0



THE FACTORS- CONTRIBUTING- TO THE
. . use oe t h e;'s o h h e t:e o r m . ;::: : :

There are several factors which-contributed.directly to 
' the' use of1 the sonnet form in the romantic period<, Among 
these were: (1) the influence, of the Italian poets„ (2) the
/reaction from neo-classicism, (3} the revival or imitation 
Of older forms of verse,’ and (4) a new interest in Shakespeare 
Spencer , and'Milton, I v .■ . . ' . ■

lo One needs only to glance at the works of the roman
tic poets to be aware of the influence of Italya Nearly all 
the romantic poets- spent some time in' Italy, ■ and.some of the 
best English poetry of the period was actually written there„ 
'Often, the- landscapewhich they .loved' to describe in detail, 
was Italian rather ' than Englisho Some -.of . the romantics, not™ 
'ably: Hyron:and Shelley, were,in Italy long enough to be in-, 
fluenced to a considerable degree■ by the literature of the 
country,, Shelley translated Italian ^petry, including a few 
■ sonnetsI Wordsworth was high in his praise Of the great 
Italian masterso , The famous sonnet which begins "Scorn not 
the Sonnetw pays tribute not only to the sonnet form, but to 
'the great masters of that form:
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/ : ' ' : o »o the .melody : / ' - ̂  .. ■ -
Of tills small lute gave ease to Petparohss wound;
A thousand times .tills pipe did Tasso sound;»»h ,

And he has speoial praise, for the sonnets of Dantes v : /
'-. h The Sonnet glittereda gay myntle leaf 

■ Amid the cypress with which Dante crowned 
His visionary brows 0 o»<, '

When we consider this attitude toward the Italian poets, v 
we see it was inevitable that the romantics would be influ
enced by Italian f orm§ o' " And, s ih'ce the ■ It alians had hr ought 
the;. sonnet to a high state of perfection, it was natural that 
this- form should.: impress Wn^lish poetSo ' -

Sanderlin notes the -importance of the Italian influ- 
ence and attempts to. make an estimate of its extent by com= ,
paring the humber of Italian translations in the sonnet an- , 
thologies of the period with the number of original English 
sonnets » :.■ He; ■ f indsthat; there: are .aore.: sonnets by Petrarch . 
than by any English writer in George Henderson’s Petrarca„ 
Xondon, 1803s and that ’’Italian sonneteers, outnumber the Eng- 
lish ' in Oapel'Xofft .’s Laura, ' London, 18140 Sanderlin also
notes that there'is an increase in the proportion of Italian 
or legitimate" sonnets to sonnets in other patterns in this 
■ periodo ■ Over half, of 19188 sonnets examined for' the period ■ 
from 1800 to 1812 had the Italian rhyme scheme0

v 2C Romanticism was an escape, from too narrow limitations,,

350 George Sanderlin, "The Influence of Milton and 
Wordsworth on the Early Victorian Sonnet,”- ELH, ¥ (September,.
1938):9,..19.8o :; ' . . ; ■ ; :
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It was a reaction from the neo=classic period» Phelps in 
dlssusslng. the characteristics of romanticism observes that 

twt.h#;;'i,<5mhtivC'-:moveaaat' in any country .will always be reac- 
. tiohary, to what has immediately preceded itp?? There was 
ample cause for revolt0 The limitations imposed upon poetry 
in the; eighteenth century were indeed narrow;

Poetry must be confined to the experience of 
- the- common man j arid the abnormal individual should 

.compress himself into the mould of the type; wild 
nature' should be transformed into the regularity 

' of geometrical -designs,— They placed reason and 
■ common sense like two stern inquisitors over the

imagination and . enthusiasm. Conduct' should vbe in l.:
/ ;:'aotif d37mity-'With r^ 8. and convent iorio In
'' matters of poetic form, the' heroic couplet s

faultily faultless 9- was made" the only legitimate 
Ivehiole of expression =, Poetry must be clear5 .hard and crystallineo37
Such an age of narrow conformity could not go on Indefi

nitely. ; These standards of value are certainly inadequate? 
even if they are not: f a l s e I t  was necessary for poetry to 
seek new paths, to break.away from such narrow limitations of 
form and content« , In describing' this period, Ivlacaulay said;

Men became tired of an insipid conformity to 
a standard which derived no authority from nature 
or reason. A shallow criticism had taught them 
to ascribe a superstitious value to the spurious 
correctness of the poetasterso A deeper criticism’ brought them back to. the true correctness of the 
f irst great masters'. . The eternal laws of poetry 

; regained their; power, and.the temporary fashions

' : 36= Phelps* -op'=' cit .. p.. 4= ' vv ' 1
. • 37= Albert 1 „ Hancock, The French Revolution and the ' "
English Poets. (Hew York;- Henry"~5olt Oo0 * iS99)h P= 45 =
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. which' had superseded those laws went after the 
wig of Idvelaoe aud the hoop of Olarissa.:!#
Eomant id ism was; a movement which did not seek so much to

set up•new standards as to widen and extend the standards
which''alreddji existedo The romantics sought to add something
to the purely rationalistic values of their predecessors„
rather than to precipitate a movement which was anti-
ratiohalistie„■ They■ became increasingly aware .of the prob- ■
lems that ■;/ , ,: : ■ , w\

confront any system of values, whether ethical 
/ or aesthetic, which abandons a rational concept .

tion:of the objective good as the distinctive 
characteristic- of man. If something in man, such 

; as emotion.or the will, is postulated as independent of reason or as transcending it in at= ,, 
taining the good, the.question then arises what . 
the ' good: is and, how dt .Is possibly .to be known 0 
And the answer is too often one':which either . 
begs the question or else cites a purely empir=

■ ■% . leal xor'utilitarian, ond.o 3 y : '• 1- : h
Thus the difficulty which the romantics confronted was

not so much to determine the'direction in which they were
. moving, as to determine how far they could move„ •They sought
to escape the domination of reason, yet they could not dis^
pense with it. They'realized the tyranny of forms that were

. too narrow and too often repeated, but they realized also
that form was an essential of art and could not be abandoned,

30o' F'bMo Roe, editor, Victorian Prose (New York; Ronald 
Press, 1947) ; f » 119s : ' - ; ■ : \ : '

391 Walter: 11'Bate., Prom Slassic to Eomant 1 c' (Cam- '1' 
bridges Harvard University Press, 1946), pofl^3T
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?,In all art there, is a formalistic element which is of basic 
importances' and, upon which the emotional reaction depends«  ̂
The:romapties were extremely sensitive to form; they thought . 
about , it9 wrote about it s experimented- with it „ ; nThe grada
tions of diversity in order or rhythm are not perceptible ex
cept: in those, who aria' predominantly gifted in ability to

; , ' . ... ; ■ 4i , ' ;; ■ , ' - . ■ ;
approximate the beautiful0e '

3o In seeking art forms which gave greater freedom of 
expression, than those of the neo-classical periods it was 
natural that the romantics would look to the past„. They were 
enthusiastic about'all the-great periods of art which bad pre
ceded hhem.0 They sought. to evolve standards of artistic ex- : 
pression that were based upon the best that could be discov- 
ered in all the art of the past rather than-upon the taste of 
a particular, period0. A s  .bate notes in discussing .the critics , 
of the romantic ,perlpd,r' 1 / iy.. - - v - : y ' i

They turned directly— to art itselfs as it 
■ flourished in its greatest epochs^ and sought to - ’derive their standards from it; nor should it be 
forgotten that among the severest judges of the 
period were men who' themselves dwelt in it«42

The English"romantic poets had the advantage not only of
the'models of literature from foreign countries 9 but also of •

40° Melvin T,, Solve, - Shelley;' His Theory of Poetry 
lOhieago; University Of Ohicago Press 9 -1 9 2 7) , po 127*

41 * ibid. - . .
. 42„ Bate, np.: cit 0.9 p„ 171.



a / large ̂ .ody- of literatur e in their own language 0 More, than 
any European people/ the English possessed a great body of 
;creative literature which had been written before the period 
of neo^classie rationalism. Moreover,_it was the kind of lit 
erature .whioh was congenial to the roiaantie mind„ It gave . 
freedom of .eixpression to the' imagination and to the emotions . 
The' romantics studied this literaturet and it imparted tov . 
romantic, poetry a certain restraint— a restraint which it 
otherwise might not have had, v : .

, ; : ̂The. moder at ion. in. the general stylisticcharacter of romantic art at. its best is also to ' 
be attributed to iti ability to profit from 
tradition without -becoming eclectic and remi- ■
nlscent. The comparative restraint of English 

' romanticism {ioe,s as compared with French and '
German romanticism) in particular, was partly due 
to an acute if occasionally confined awareness 
of English poetic tradition,43

- 4 ,̂ Wile the romantics were. Inf luenced by the tradition 
of English poetry in general3 there Were three poets whose 
influence was especially noteworthyt ' Spenser 3 Shakespeare $ 
and Milton,, All three wrote great sonnets, The works of the 
romantics are full of praise'of these poets, Coleridge wrote 
: extensive comments on:the works of Shakespeare; Wordsworth 
wrote a sonnet beginning "Milton£ thou shouldst be living at 
this hour".'; Keats frankly entitled one of his poems "Imita
tion of Spencer" and wrote his. sonnet "Bright star s would I 
were steadfast as- thou art” on a blank page in Shakespeare *s

43o Bate, op, elf,, p, 169=



poems o ’ Such a list- .of tributes to these three poets could be
.■ continued indefinitely^ At least two' sonnets sing the" praise
of all three0 Hunts in his sonnet "The Poets," says of them:

Hilton for classic taste, and harp strung high 
:̂  Spencer for luxury9 and sweet9 sylvan play;'

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo. . ' Shakespeare for all, but mosts society ; '
o o o 6 ,ob O O O O OOOOOOOOOO. OOOQOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

;; - But .which- take,;with me could I take but one? , ;
Shakespeare, as long as'I was,unpppressed .With the world’s weights making sad thoughts intenser;1. 
But did' 1 wish out of the common sun^

To lay,a wounded heart in leafy rest, : v,
/. And dream of things far off and healing. Sponger0 - -

Likewise <, IfordSworth praises these poets when he says:
, Scorn not the sonnet; o 1 0 with this key-

t ...Shakespeare-unlocked his heartobo
oooooooooooooooooooooooooodooooooooo

- 0 . 0 0 a glow-worm lamp, ' k
. . - o' 1 It cheered, mild Spencer $, called from Baery=land

. ' To struggle through dark ways; and when a damp
Zell round the path of Miltong in his hand 

• The thing'became a: trumpet;' whence he: blew
Soul-animating strains— alas too few.

• It was natural that the romantics would imitate the form
and content^ of poets whose works they described in such glow-.
ing termso •. Pater- notes how direct this imitation sometimes
was when ,he observed:-^ , ":1";1 "/

Those: who. lived about Wordsworth were all 
great lovers of the older English literature, and 
'oftentimes there came out in him a noticeable 
likeness to our earlier poets. He quotes uncon
sciously, but with a new power of meaning, a 
clause from one of1 Shakespeare-1 s sonnets;.. ..44

44-b . Waiter. Pater, Appreciations, "Wordsworth" (New 
York: Macmillan Co. s 18$9T$ po 175° 1.
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The romntic period, prijnarily was not lyricalo In gen® 
eralp the poetry.of. the period tends to he objective and 
'somewhat philosophical0 Shelley’s "Prometheus" contains some 
fine lyrical passagess but the total structure and meaning 
are extremely complicatedo .MacSlintock says?

In spite of the fact that Burns wrote many 
perfect sohgs and Shelley affords an occasional 
radiant surprise, it is a mistake to speak' of the period as "lyrical./’ As one might expect in a 

: modern period of art there is a large amount of 
suffused lyricism,, But it is slight in compari® 
son with the amount of more objective work done, and in kind different from the lyric writing • .
preceding and followingo45
The romantics advocated, but seldom practiced, simpli® 

ficationThere was a certain insincerity in the romantic 
advocacy of,the simple life.and of simplicity in poetry0 It 
was a’ kind of escapism on the part' of poets who, themselves 
were highly cultivated <,

The sentiment for simplicity was, like the 
other naturalistic impulses, a desire to escape 
from a wearisome present of elaborate literary 

■ and social practiceo Simplicity is of course not 
originally a'tnality of ^romantic” nor is it.an 

{ attitude of natural taste 0 This is. rather all . .
.■ for elaboration,’high coloring„ addition"to.crude’ = ■h, 
material of': a. fich overlay 'Of:; assooiations 04o ■ ; ■
We must not forget that the romantics were influenced

not only by the traditions of the 'past, but also that they
-were influenced by their .own: age o. The influence of the

45» Mae01intock« /op. cit <,, p. 14« 
46o IMd„ , p 0 iSo
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romntid poets on one another was especially strong because
of their close associationa Bather striking examples of this
influence in both form and content are, the tfGrasshopper and 
Cricket" sonnets of Hunt and Keats9 and the ‘sonnets on the 
Hile by Hunts Keats, and Shelley*

The spirit of the age in which they live 
■ affects all.poets9'said Shelley, and the study of 

the foremost writers of his age is quite apt to 
influence a poet’s style * - Every writer is sub=> 
ject both to the modes of thought and feeling

: which the events of his age have brought to
view9 and to the forms in which these ideas and
emotions have been expressed* ■»-= The spirit of 
one's' genius, is less affected than is the form in' 
which that spirit expresses itself  ̂for it is 
chiefly the form which is contributed by an age*^

k?o Solve3 op* cite,, p* 100*



CMFTER IV

wTHEr iffilG-HI 01 TOO MJCH- LIBSRTY,f

• In looking for the reasons why the romantic poets used 
the sonnet form? I have considered the various influences 
which affected their choice: the Italian poets9 the reac
tion from neo-classicism.;, the tradition of English verse9 the 
poets from the past whom they most admired 9 and even their 
influence on one another« . But there is one reason fon, their 
use of the sonnet form which seems more important than any 
, other: the: romantic .poets ;used: the sonnet form because they
were so much concerned with liberty and freedom,. It was 
their awareness that freedom; is relative and not absolute - 
which smde them cautious and gave them so much respect for 
traditional form. The evidence which supports this 'idea is 
found partly in studies of the romantic period9 but more spe
cifically in the statements of the meaning of freedom which 
the romantic poets themselves, made; and these statements have 
an added significance because so many of them are expressed 
in the sonnet f of a. - -. .

The consequences of the French Revolution reached far 
beyond the political boundaries, of the,country in which it 
occurredo. It exerted an influence on the thought of the age 
which immediately followed it t#hati can scarcely be overesti
mated. This influence was particularly strong in England.
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In general9' the /Eriters of Sngland sympathized with the 
ideals of the revolution.. ?he more liberal and ardent writ
ers, voioed unqualified approval; the more conservative 
voiced sympathy but vdth, an increasing tendency to question 
the outcomeo Hancock notes that the resolution

was hailed with joy and acclamation by the op
pressed 9 by the ardent lovers of humanityj, by 
the poets whose task it was to voice the human, 
spiritoo.o Then these two’-young men {Wordsworth 

• and Coleridge) once so ardent; now fearfuls or, 
if you choose9 now more wise, joined the ranks 
of the conservatives and the lost leaders

Byron'and Shelleya of course„ remained lOyal to the cause of
the revolution; both were militant until their death0

Braudes has pointed out that liberty had a different
meaning to Byron and Shelley than it had for the more eonser-.
vative poetss '

What the, poets of the hake. School'meant was a definite^ actually existing sum of liberties—  
not liberty0 What the revolutionary poets extolled was undoubtedly true liberty; but their 

' conception was so extremely ideals that in prac
tical matters they too often shot beyond the mark.#? ' .
There is no question that the romantics differed greatly 

among themselves on.the question of how much liberty the in
dividual or the state should have. The important thing to 
notice for the purpose of this study is that they all were 
concerned with the problem, regardless of what their opinion

4S>o Hancock, op. cit.,, p. 47.
49o George Brandes9 laih: Currents in Nineteenth 

Literature (Chicagos Macmillan Co. 9 190517 1^% 89..
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might be.. ' ; : " 'V . .
The Romantie IfpV'emeht 'then• m revolt of

a group of contemporary poets who wrote a not ae= 
cording to common and doctrinaire standards, but as 

• they indiTidually: pieasedo' TheT' may be classified, 
for one reason,or another, intoigroups of twos or ' threes; they may form cliques from personal sym~

■ pathy, or friendship, and.'the members of these may - hold some ideas in common; but there are no prin
ciples comprehensive and common'to all except those of individualism and revolt.50
If the French Revolution had achieved its aims— if it 

had been a complete success— the:evolution of English roman
tic thought might have proceeded differently. The later rise 
and fall of Napoleon also exerted a profound influence upon 
the thought of the period. The pressure of world events more 
or less forced the romantics to admit that to discard reason 
and hold up freedom as the only, ideal was a kind of madness. 
They perceived that there Must,be some sort of balance be
tween these factors. ;Bernbaum, In discussing the rehabilita
tion of the ■ideals of romanticism in modern times, has sug
gested that progress can be achieved only by maintaining a 
proper balance between these and other factors.

Orescent throughout the evolution of man have 
been freedom, reason, imagination, and love. Each 
has been intermittent and imperfect, but has 
nevertheless groped and stumbled toward perfec
tion. The capacity to improve and the will to 

. aspire, have been manifested again and again.
Evolution has always shown an urge toward the pro
lific creation of freer and freer and more highly Individual personalities, and toward their vol
untary association in societies with the

50. Hancock, op. pit., p. 47.
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intention of protecting and fostering the prog" - • ress of such free indiYMualSo The advance has often been retarded by convulsions of nature, or 
hy man ̂ s own follies and crimes 0 But it is mani- 
■f estlyv-a:.pnooess;:whij6hv!teln».''the-vaiigtiard'-of '; evolutiong can partly direct and accelerate to- • 
ward higher stages of.individual and social well- 
beings fhe account which modern science gives 
of evolution is not so much preoccupied as it 

’ . was in the nineteenth century with the descent 
of man from the ape. It gives at least equal 
importance to man\s occasional ascent into the genius g the hero 3 or the saint 0"5T" ./ ; •
Thus it would seem that freedom is. not only relative in 

the sense of how much freedom^ hut it is relative also in its 
relationship to reason* imaginatipn*. and love,

Gleanth Brooks penetrates rather deeply into the prob
lem of freedom in romantic poetry?' He notes the essential 
.paradox Of the situation in Wordsworth ® s ' sonnet “Composed 
upon Westminister Bridge,** The morning sun not Only makes 
Mt0 .Blanc beautifuls which is not.particularly difficult be
cause the mountain -is beautiful anyway* but it also makes the 
city of London beautiful» When Wordsworth says that "the 
very houses seem asleep*” he subtly suggests that they are 
alive* not mechanical0- It is this suggestion of life which 
gives this sonnet power*

Brooks believes that the source of power in other great 
rdmantic poems is in a similar paradox0 In "The Ode to a 
Grecian Urn* the paradox deals directly with the problem 
of freedom. Brooks9 in his analysis of:the ode. Says:

51= Bernbaum, ojdo cit =, p, 307 =



"Keats is perfectly; aware that the frozen moment of loveli
ness is more dynamic than is the fluid world of reality only

, 52because-it is.frozenoM The people represented on the urn
have escaped from, decay and the ravages of time« - They are 
free in a sense that the whole race of living men is:not 
free. But this freedom has been achieved through an art form 
or perhaps one should say two art forms, the urn and the ode. 
These art forms have achieved an immortality for themselves 
and the characters they represent which is in sharp contrast 
with the mortality of the poet who composed these lines.

The romantic idea of beauty may have been exotic, but it 
was not informal, ife find everywhere a tendency to experi
ment with form, to expand it, but hot to discard it.

It should be. sufficiently clear from our • 
analysis of Shelley’s conception of beauty that 
he did have even a worshipful attitude toward 
form— both as the abstract idea of perfection and 
as law, or harmony.of parts; that the very exis
tence both of nature and of art he thought depended upon the concept .53
Bernbaum again notes the system of checks and balances 

which prevaded the romantic concept of freedom when he says:
His (Wordsworth8s) insistence upon the worth 

of the natural feelings does not, however, lead to 
unchecked emotional Indulgence, to unchartered 
freedom for every chance desire, or to an anarchy of individualism. 54

52. Oleahth Brooks, The Well Wrought Dim (New York: 
Reynal and Hitchcock, 1947), p. 147.

53o Solve, op. cit., p. 196. ; /
■ 54° Bernbaum, ■ op. eit. , 95. .... , ■'/'■i.t
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But it is in the ^reat romantie sotmets themselves that 
the' strongest evidence is found of the reason for the use of
the formo The following sonnet of Wordsworth deals directly
with the problem of liberty? y

ify-y:;:y::Vy Xyy-V :",;';;'." . ; y  -

Huns fret not at their convent$ s narrow room;
And hermits are contented with their cells;
And students with their pensive citadels;Maids at.the wheel9 the weaver,at his loom,
Bit; blithe and happy; bees that soar for bloom,
•High'as the highest peak of Zui’ness-fellsg ■

.. . Will murmur by the hour in foxglove bells; .
In truth the prisony. unto:'.Which'We doom 
Ourselves, no prison is:, aud hsmoe for me.
In Sundry moods, "twas pastime to be bound Within the Bonnet8s scanty .plot of ground; 

y Pleased if some Souls (for such there needs must be)
Who have felt , the weight of top much liberty, . ■■ i.; '
Should find brief solace there, as I have found0.

It is appropriate to examine this sonnet first, because 
it makes a very direct and very clear statement of the prob- 

,> lemvi of liberty which was so integral a part of the: romantic 
period. It begins by stating that liberty is a matter of the 
individual state of mind. Happiness may be achieved with a 
minimum' of external liberty, if it . is the kind of liberty that ' 
permits the individual to do the particular thing which he 
wishes to do. The writer of the,neo-classic period would 
not have had the point of view expressed in this sonnet, He 

-' would have f elt the need of •• escape'from the narrow conven
tions of his timev But. when Wordsworth wrote this sonnet, 
the new age had progressed far enough so that he was able to 

' see that liberty was 'not v an ;unmixed' blessing, He saw that I; • 
liberty, carried to the extreme, would result in anarchy and
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chaos= Hence the"sonnet was a symbol of order and security 
in a world of disorder and rapid change, Hoble makes the fol 
lowing analysis of Wordsworth’s use of the sonnet form:

■ The poet whose work isself-consciouss who
writes what he will rather than what he must, will 
always feels as Wordsworth felt3 "the weight of 
too much liberty," and the fetters of an arbi
trary form like the sonnet seem less like fettersthan wholesome restraints=55
Keats also xms much concerned with, the problem of form. 

He admired the structural beauty of the sonnet, yet he com
plained of its narrow restrictionso Like Wordsworth, he dis
cusses this problem in a sonnet; but, unlike Wordsworth, he 
discusses it in a sonnet of very Irregular form. This dif
ference in.regularity has a significant relationship to the 
subject matter, We see-Keats in the. actual process of.escape 
■from the conventional form, while we see Wordsworth accepting 
the form as a kind of compensation. The rhyme scheme of the 
following sonnet is abcabdcabedede. It represents a consider 
able departure from the regular sonnet form,
V-  ' ' \

. If by'dull rhymes our English must be chain9!
And,' like Andromeda; the sonnet; sweet .
Fetter’d, in spite.of pained loveliness,- 
Let us find out, if we must be constrain’d,
Sandals more interwoyen,and complete 
To fit the naked foOt of Foesy:;
Let us inspect the Lyre and weigh the stress 
Of every chord, and see what may be gain’d 

. By ear industrious, and attention meet;-

55 o Noble,.op, oit,, p, 41,
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Misers of. sound and syllables 9 no less
I'han Midas of his coinage, let us be
Jealous'of dead leaves in the bay wreath orown;
So, if we may not let the Muse be free,
8be will be bound with garlands of her own0

In a letter to his brother and sister written at the
time he wrote this sonnet in April, 1319, Keats says:

I have been endeavoring to discover a better Sonnet stanza than we have = The legitimate does 
npt suit the language over well from the pouncing 
rhymes"=-the other kind appears too elegaic~~and 
the. couplet at the end of it has seldom a pleasing 
■effect-**! do not pretend to have succeeded— It will explain itself„56

It Is important to ■notice that this sonnet does not repre-
• sent a search for a simpler and easier form, but for a more
beautiful one.

It would almost seem that there might be a question mark
after the thirteenth line of this sonnet, if we may not let
the Muse be free." It Is the same,problem again of how much 
and what kind of freedom. Zillman In discussing this prob
lem says:, ■ .■

There can be little question that the dif
ficulties Keats felt to be inherent in the sonnet
form were the result of a discipline far more
severe than any he had experienced in writing re
latively lax couplets under Hunt’s influence.
If, as seems likely, this looseness of heroic 
couplet texture was an attempt to substitute 
naturalness for the artificiality of the eight
eenth century3 it was soon carried to an extreme 
by Hunt, and following him, by Keats. But son
net structure is not consistent with laxness—  
although stiffness Is not the necessary alterna
tive --and Keats, In his comments on the form,

56. Snow, op.- clt.. Keats’ letter to George and 
Georgiana Keats, April 8, ■ 1319., p. 530.
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seems bothered by his inability to distinguish 
clearly between freedom and licence* Yet it iss finally, in his disciplined freedom that Keats is 
most moderno$7
The rbmantio poets again and again associated the idea 

of freedom of metre with the idea of freedom in general0 The 
subject matter of the following fragment by Goleridge has 
somewhat the: same relationship to the form as the ??Sonnet on . - 
the Bonnett$ by Keats* ‘ .

; ; : V : AH S z m i M E W  FOR A METEB v''.: -:
I heard/a Yoica pealing, loud' triumphtoday?' The voice of the triumph, 0 freedom, was thine I 
Sumptuous Tyranny challeng’d the fray,■ Drunk with■Idolatry, drunkvwith wine* 58 . . y. 
flhose could the Triumph: be ;]Freedom but thine?

Stars of the heavens shine to feed thee;
Hushed are the ' Whirl-blasts and heed thee; —  , •

By her depth, by her height» Hatufe' swears thou art mine 15/
, ■ .Shelley, in a very similar vein, asserts that man must

enjoy freedom if his life is to have any value* But he sees
clearly that freedom implies self-discipline and restraint,

, ’  ̂ .POLHIOAL GEEATHESS ; . . .
Nor happinesss nor majesty, nor fame,

' Nor.peaces nor strength, nor skill in arms or arts,
' Shepherd.those herds whom Tyranny makes tame;

Verse echoes not one beating of their hearts,
History is but the shadow of their shame,

57o Tillman„ : op, cite.* p* 59*
' 5.8* These two lines are almost like a passage from 

Milton’s nSamsoh :AgonistesM?Sumptuous Dalila floating this way 
. Drunk with Idolatryp: drunk with, wine*

59I Ernest Hartley Goleridge, editor. The Gomplete 
Poetical Works of Coleridge (Londont Oxford Press» 1912)„



. Art veils her glassier from the pageant starts :
. As ,tg, oM,tTidn their-^
 ̂ Staln4iig -..tAat:!:]ieaviA #it& # 8  eeriB Imagery - - ;
Of their o m  likeness 0 ' llhat .are nBm"bers knit
By; force G2̂: eastcMIVi, San wlab man W v  . ’_ •, Must rule the empire of himself; In it ■ ' ,

: Sist; |>e stipremeg establishing; Ills throne ' V ;
On wmqjaislied will? quelling the anarchy . v" ^

: : ̂ f\hopesiand 'fe^s,'-Being Mffiseif Aloneo ̂ . '';.. . •
The rhyme scheme here is again quite irregular, ababa- 

hededeedep although hot" as.irregular as Keatse "On the Son
net o" Tet it seems remarkahle that a poet who felt so keenly . 
the desire to escape from political tyranny would be willing y 
to submit to the tyranny of form, even to this extent „ Shelley: 
would sGarcely f ind it a "pastime to be "bound, within the Son- 
net’s scanty plot of ground * ̂ The feeling of the need for order 
and disc.lpllne must have heen very strong in. the romantic period 
to have eaused poets like Shelley and Byron to write sonnets at 
all5, and especially to write them or the subject of liberty 
Shelley again used the sonnet form to criticize lfordsworthv be
cause he felt that the latter no longer was a champion of the 
cause of .freedom: ; .u/ :: 'p '
i in honored poverty thy voice did weave

'. Songs consecrate to truth and liberty; - ,
And again the sonnet form: . ; : - -r

FEELINGS OF A REPUBLICAN ON THE FALL OF BONAPARTE
I hated thee^ fallen tyrant! I did groan 

• ' To think that a most unambitious slaves / . :
: .: Like thou, shouidst dance and revel on the grave

. of Liberty» : , ; ; ' . V-- . i
The following sonnetj written by Wordsworth in 1842 s is :

: la short of'Summary of what the romantic period had learned
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about,form in arto ■: V:; ' ' ' ;
■' • -' A PGZC.i^^W: HATH' PUT' HIS HB&1$ ;T0 SOHOOI,

' ; •' ■ A Sbet bath put / his heart to school g -
ifor dares to move unpropped upon the staff 

' WhiohtArt hath lodged within his h a n d m u s t  laugh 
By preoept only, and shed tears by rulec 
‘Thy Art be Bature | the live current guaff s 

. And let the groveller sip his stagnant pool
In fear that else, when Gritics grave and cool 
Have killed him, Scorn should write his epitaph.
How does the Meadow=-flower its bloom unfold?
Because the lovely.little flower is free 
Down to its root, and, in that freedom, bold;
And so the grandeur of a Borest-tree 
JGomes not by casting in a formal mould,
But from its■own divine vitality.
Grosland says of this sonnets-

-: V ; - Here in the very act and article of sonnet 
production the'poet condemns formalism and hits 
upon the whole truth with:regard to the sonnet,- namely, that it f*comes not by easting in a formal 
mould but from its own divine vitality.” It was 

, that divine vitality which made a sonnet writer 
of Wordsworth. He wrote naturally and inevitably 
in the sonnet form because he had a measure of 
genius second to that of no poet in the hierarchy, 
but he wanted to be free--in other words, not,to 
take trouble over the accomplishment of form.vO

Although Crosland1 s criticism of Wordsworth represents;: a
rather extreme point of view, it Is interesting because it
presents.so clearly the conflict between the ideal of perfect
form and structure and the desire :for freedom. .

 ̂ lo get into the technical mind of Wordsworth, 
paffieularly In its relation to the sonnet, is no 
difficult matter. A born sonneteer, the greatest 
perhaps of them all, and destined to charge the 
vehicle of Petrarch , Shakespeare, and Milton with

60= Grosland, op. pit.. p. 252.



new wonderss new graces g and new sublimities, his execution is the most careless in sonnet lit
erature and his sins against the sonnet decencies steep him to the lipSoOl
It is fairly’obvious that Wordsworth sometimes sacri

ficed perfection of form;in.order to secure greater freedom 
of expressiono Wordsworth is immortal not because he was a 
great technician, but because he' had. something to say,' Pater 
presents a mord sympathetic discussion of the metrical struc
ture of Wordsworth’s poetry? "■
\ The music of mere metre performs but a

limited function in Wordsworth's poetry* With 
him, metre is but an additional grace, acces
sory to that deeper music of words and sounds, 
that moving power, which they exercise in the 
nobler prose no less than .in formal poetry =»<, 0°^
Yet even Orosland concedes the technical excellence of 

this sonneto lust as it is so excellent a statement of the 
relationship of form and matter, ;so is it an excellent exam
ple of what it discusses* It comes close to attaining the 

. ideal which it sets fortho : .
>. The;' feeling that a poem .should be a natural outpouring f 

of. a poet8s thoughts, that a sonnet ”comes not' by casting in • ■ 
: ̂ atfbrmal jQiouldw ;was’expressedlale6 by "Keats j-‘;: .

: I have come to this resolution— never to •
write for'the sake,of .writing or making a poem 
but from running over with.any little knowledge 
or experience which many years of reflection may

61o .Grosland, op. eit., n. 250, 
62= Pater, op. ©it,, p. 180.
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give me; otherwise I will be dimbo What iraagina- , ; ., tion 1 have I shall enjoys and greatly, for I
have experienced the satisfaction'of having great conceptions without the trouble of sonneteering,63
In another letter, Keats praises a passage from Byron

which deals with the subject of freedom:
1 ' I. am free from Men of Pleasure8 s cares,

By dint of feelings far more deep than theirs
wThis is lord B y r o n s a i d  Keats 9- tJand is one of the finest
things he has said o81 . v.

Few men in the romantic period felt a greater fervor for
the cause of ̂ freedom than Byron0 It seems appropriate to
close this series of sonnets dealing with liberty and freedom
with the sonnet #0n/0hiilontf r/ ■ ' ,. ; : . < r

Eternal, spirit of the chainless mindI ' •
Brightest in dungeons9 libertyf thou art,
For there thy habitation is the heart-- ; 

h.'iShe heart'which love of thee alone can bind;
And when thy sons to fetters are consign’d^- ,

To fetters and the damp vault1s dayless gloom$ 
v Their country conquers with - their martyrdom, . . • , y
And Freedom6 s fame finds wings on every wind 0 
Ghilloni thy prison is a holy place,
And thy sad floor an altar; for twas trod,

Until his very steps have left , a traee9 
v ■ Worns as if thy cold pavement were a' sod,

' '.By BonnivardL == May none: those marks efface!
For they appeal from tyranny to God,

Noble says of this sonnet: ”Byron wrote few sonnets, but those

63o Snow, op0 cito, Keats* letter to Benjamin K 0 Hay- 
don, postmarked larch 8, 1819$ p» ' 535 =

6 4o Ibid., Keats8 letter to George and Georgiana Keats 9 
September 14 or 15$,: 1818$ p 0 540,
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few are ■ good..; and tile sonnet ON CHILLONg with its fine open
ing and impressive close may without exaggeration "be called

This sonnet with its flowing and graceful rhythm seems 
to express s, in its structure s the same spirit of freedom 
that the words express0 One can scarcely read it and main- . 
tain that the sonnet form stifles and constricts the thoughts 
and feelings of the poet who uses iti ;

65o Hohlej oj>o cit 0 9 p0 45 =



■ CHAPTEH V

The pi-imry- reason why the romantic poets used, the son
net form was that they were so much concerned with the prob
lem of freedom. They lived in an age when a great deal of 
freedom had "been gained in a very brief period =, This was 
true of political as well as literary freedom0 This made the 
rdmahtic poets vaguely uneasyP They felt "the weight of too 
much liberty" more than it had ever been felt before, perhaps 
more than it has ever been felt in any period since» The use 
of the sonnet form was a compensation for this feeling»

The other faetors which led to the use of the form all 
reinforced this oneo The sonnet was a favorite form in Italy 
the country to which, more than any other, the romantic poets 
loohed for inspiration and example* The sonnet was used by 
Spenser, Shakespeare, and Milton, the English poets who were 
their favorite models, On the other hand, the sonnet form 
was used very little in the neo-classic period, from the 
conventions of which the romantics were trying so hard to 
escapeo It is interesting to note that if the sonnet served 
to give the romantic poets a feeling of stability in a period 
of great freedom, the same reason would explain the disuse of 
the form in the meo-olassio period°
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The romantid^ bej.leired ̂ In viiWrtsrs But they saw also 
that any kind of liberty.must have limitations. Therefores 
they accepted the sonnet.and:other formal structure9 often ■ 
with MsgiringSg hut nearly always with the belief that form 
was am unavoidable component of any work of artc
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